Powerful Parenting:
Protecting our Children
from Hidden Harm
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Objectives:
 Learn the lingo, so you’ll feel comfortable
speaking about sexual orientation and gender
identity
 Understand an LGBT child’s journey
 Explore how you can support that journey, even
if you don’t agree or feel uncomfortable

 Arm you with resources: where you can go for
help and support
 Save time for Q&A

Thought for This Session:
When we hold our baby in the nursery for the first
time, no one tells us that our baby might be gay. By
the time we know who our children are, we may
have hurt them in many ways.

No one teaches us how to help and protect our gay
or transgender children. We may think we can help
by trying to change them – but we need to love
them for who they are.
– Erica, mother of a 14-year-old
transgender youth

Exercise: Stereotypes
Childhood Influences
Think back to your childhood
• What were some of the first things you ever learned about
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people?
• Who taught you these first lessons about LGBT people?

• How were the ideas transmitted to you?
• Have your life experiences changed you?
• How would your history affect how you would respond to
learning your child is lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender?

Words Matter: Definitions
• Gender Assignment: Based on body parts; how the
doctor defines the baby’s sex
• Gender Identity: Based on internal sense of who we are; it can appear
very early, even pre-verbal. Can be clear and stable; can be fluid.
• Gender Expression: How we express our gender in dress, movement,
gestures, etc. May be mildly different from what others expect of us or
it may be so bold as to be considered “variant.” Aka Gender Creative

• Sexual or Romantic Orientation: Who we love and are attracted to;
completely unrelated to and independent of gender identity
• Transgender: An umbrella term for any person whose gender identity
differs from their gender assignment
• Cysgender: When our gender assignment and identity agree

Words Matter: Definitions
• Heterosexism: The assumption that someone
(including our child) is heterosexual
• Lesbian: A woman who is has a romantic and emotional attraction to
women
• Gay: A man who is attracted to men; also used as an umbrella term for
the lesbian, gay and bisexual community
• Bisexual: Someone who is attracted to both genders
• Pansexual: Someone attracted to all gender identities

Questions We Often Ask
Is sexual orientation or gender identity a choice?
• Did you choose to be straight?
• Did you choose to be a man or a woman?
Is this just a phase?
• Has your sexual orientation changed?
 Could you change it if you wanted to?

• Has your gender identity changed?
 Could you change it if you wanted to?

Discovering Ourselves: Gender
An inherent and intrinsic part of who we are
• First awareness of gender: very young, even preverbal
• Develops before and distinct from romantic orientation
• Expressed in clothing choice, toy choice and pretend play
• We give more room to girls who act like boys than we do to
boys who act like girls
• Can be rigid or fluid, but cannot be changed
• For more gender fluid or less clear-cut gender identities, the
understanding of oneself as “trans” may come in adolescence or
even adulthood

• The same spectrum of people we find in all walks of life exist
within the trans community. Some are flamboyant and outgoing;
some are reserved; some painfully shy

Uncovering Social Influences: Gender
Much of our gender expectations are socially constructed
and can change over time
• When you were young, how many men did you see
wearing earrings?
• How many women sporting tattoos?
• How many do you see today?

• What foreign cultures can you think of that have different
gender norms than the United States?

Can Gender Variance be Cured?
Reparative therapy does not work
• There is no scientific evidence that supporting a child’s
gender variance or cross-gender identity results in
physical or psychological harm.
• There is significant evidence that lack of support leads
to suicidal ideation and even death.

Discovering Ourselves: Romantic
Orientation
First awareness is younger than you might think
• First awareness of same-sex attraction is in elementary school
(boys at age 9; girls at age 10)

• First same-sex experience is in middle to high school
(boys at 12-14; girls at 14-15)
• Self-identifying as a lesbian or gay comes in high school
(boys at 14-16; girls at 15-16)

It Isn’t Easy Being an LGBT Child
We assume our children are straight
• LGBT children tell us they know from a very young age
(usually pre-school) that they are different, but cannot
articulate how they are different for many years.

• Why do we never ask our straight children if it is a stage or
if they are “sure”?
• We can help our children articulate their gender identity and
romantic orientation, so they know they are not “freaks,” but
part of nature’s great diversity.

Challenges of LGBT Development
LGBT youth must develop a healthy and
integrated identity
• In spite of their greater risk for harassment

• Amid a wealth of negative stereotypes
• In the midst of prejudice

• With few role models
• With no help to articulate or explore themselves in public
• Often without family support

Coming Out
Gay and lesbian youth who are more open
about their romantic orientation experience
• Lower rates of depression
• Better psychological adjustment
• Greater satisfaction and higher self-concept
as well as
• More negative peer pressure
• Higher levels of stress

• Increased risk of discrimination and harassment

Transgender and Gender-Variant
Youth
Have a great need for support
• Are often diagnosed with ADD, anxiety, depression,
OCD and other illnesses and learning disabilities before their
gender identity is discovered

• Lack knowledgeable and accepting providers
• Often find themselves bullied at school and shamed at home
• Extremely high risk for school failure, homelessness,
substance abuse, self-harm and suicide
• Puberty can trigger a crisis

• Rarely have the opportunity to transition in private
• Often cannot hide who they are

Our Youth Are at Risk
• Suicide: LGB youth are 2-3 times more likely to
attempt suicide and trans people are 25 times more likely
• Harassment: 85% of LGBT kids experience verbal harassment; 40%
were physically harassed and 19% assaulted; 65% of those victims
never report it; 30% have skipped a day in the last month because of
it; 25% drop out of school because of it
• Homelessness: One-quarter of children who come out to their parents
are thrown out of their home due to conflicts with religious and moral
values
• Lower Academic Performance: Those frequently harassed have lower
GPA (2.7 vs. 3.1) and are less likely to pursue college

• Straight Kids perceived to be gay are at the same risk

Family Acceptance Helps Protect
Your Child
Family behaviors can increase or reduce your child’s risk and
help promote or diminish their well-being
Young people who were highly rejected by their families in their
youth are at much higher risk as young adults:
•

More than 8 times as likely to have attempted suicide

•

Nearly 6 times as likely to report high levels of depression

•

More than 3 times as likely to use illegal drugs

•

More than 3 times as likely to be at high risk for HIV and sexually
transmitted diseases

Compared to LGBT young adults who were not at all or only rejected a little
by their parents or caregivers because of their identity.
© Caitlin Ryan, Family Acceptance Project 2009

Behaviors to Help
Believe your child can have a happy future as an LGBT adult
•

Support your child’s gender expression.

•

Talk with your child about his or her LGBT identity.

•

Express affection when your child tells you or when you learn that your child
is gay or transgender.

•

Support your child’s LGBT identity even though you may feel uncomfortable.

•

Advocate for your child when he or she is mistreated because of his or her
LGBT identity.

•

Require that other family members respect your LGBT child.

•

Bring your child to LGBT organizations or events.

•

Connect your child with an LGBT adult role model to show them
options for the future.

•

Welcome your child’s LGBT friends and partners to your home.
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Behaviors to Avoid
Excluding LGBT youth from family and family activities

• Hitting, slapping or physically hurting your child because
of his or her LGBT identity
• Verbal harassment or name calling because of your child’s LGBT identity
• Blocking access to LGBT friends, events and resources
• Blaming your child when he or she is discriminated against because of his
or her LGBT identity
• Pressuring your child to be more (or less) masculine or feminine
• Telling your child that God will punish them because they are gay
• Telling your child that you are ashamed of them or how they look or act
will shame the family

• Making your child keep his or her LGBT identity a secret in the
family and not letting them talk about it
© Caitlin Ryan, Family Acceptance Project 2009

What if my Religion Says It’s Wrong?
There are branches of every religion that are
welcoming and affirming to LGBT people
• If religion is important in your family, it is likely important
to your child.
• Ideally, to best support your child, seek an affirming and
welcoming congregation.

• If you cannot, do not require your child to go to a
congregation that cannot affirm him or her.
• Do not use your religion to try to change your child. Such
efforts can only do harm.

Words Matter: Do’s
Listen and require respect
• Reduce non-supportive behaviors as much as possible.
Even small reductions decrease your child’s risks.
• Increase supportive behaviors in your home as much as possible.

• Give your child time. Coming to terms with our sexual orientation and our
gender identity is a process.
• Help them deal with their feelings. Most LGBT children feel alone, afraid
and even guilty.
• Require that family members treat them with respect.
• Tell your child you love him or her.
• Be honest about your feelings; they already know.

Words Matter: Don’ts
Understand it’s not about you
• Don’t worry that a conversation or awareness of LGBT
will influence your child’s gender identity or sexual orientation.
It cannot.
• Don’t “out” your child without his or her permission.
• Don’t allow gay-bashing or disrespectful comments in your home or
family.
• Don’t try to “fix” your child.
• Don’t fear this is your fault or your child’s fault.

Talking to Your Child
Don’t wait for your child to bring it up
• Don’t be afraid of the words; get confident with the
subject matter.
• Being gay is about who you love; being trans is about
who you are. It’s that simple.
• Weave in conversations about being lesbian, gay, bisexual
or transgender from a very young age.
• Explain how you feel, honestly. (Your child already knows.)
• Tell you child you will always love him or her.

Talking to Your Child

What are some appropriate ways to start the
conversation for different ages?

Let’s brainstorm!

Talking to Your Child
What are some appropriate ways to start the
conversation for different ages?
• Family movie night
• Television (watch Glee, Dancing with the Stars)
• Books, including coloring books about gender
• Road trips

There is Help Out There!
• PFLAG Howard County, Baltimore County and
Carroll County
 Parents’ forums
 Education and support
 Rainbow youth groups

• Online support
• Welcoming congregations
• Resources, videos and books

Resources
Information
• GLSEN Safe Space Kit, 2009 School Climate Survey,
K-12 curricula (www.glsen.org)
• Supportive Families, Healthy Children, Family Acceptance
Project, San Francisco State University
• Teaching Tolerance (www.tolerance.org)
• The Transgender Child, by Stephanie Brill
• Gender Born Gender Made, by Diane Ehrensaft PhD
• Lesbian & Gay Youth: Care and Counseling, by Caitlin Ryan & Donna Futterman
Support
• PFLAG (www.pflagmd.org or www.pflag.org)
• Family Acceptance Project (familyproject.sfsu.edu)
• Gender Spectrum (www.genderspectrum.org)
• Trans Youth Family Allies (www.imatyfa.org)

Questions

